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Abstract—The success of electronic sports (eSports), where professional gamers participate in competitive leagues and tournaments, brings new challenges for the video game industry. Other than fun, games must be difficult and challenging for eSports professionals but still easy and enjoyable for amateurs. In this article, we consider Multi-player Online Battle Arena games (MOBA) and particularly, “Defense of the Ancients 2”, commonly known simply as DOTA2. In this context, a challenge is to propose data analysis methods and metrics that help players to improve their skills. We design a data mining-based method that discovers strategic patterns from historical behavioral traces: Given a model encoding an expected way of playing (the norm), we are interested in patterns deviating from the norm that may explain a game outcome from which player can learn more efficient ways of playing. The method is formally introduced and shown to be adaptable to different scenarios. Finally, we provide an experimental evaluation over a dataset of 10,000 behavioral game traces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The video game industry has been dramatically expanding over the last few years, targeting several populations (new, casual and extreme players) and electronic devices (PC, consoles, smartphones, etc.). Indeed, over the last decade, the annual turnover generated by the electronic entertainment industry went beyond those of both cinema and music industries, making video games production one of the most lucrative business ever developed. In the meantime, a new scene called electronic sports (eSports) has emerged, where the most skilled players (also referred to as gamers) are hired by professional teams and supported by sponsors to take part in large international competitions [31] widely followed on live streaming platforms such as Twitch.tv [23].

The success of eSports has also brought also new challenges for developers and gamers alike. Although eSports games represent only a tiny proportion of all video games, they gather masses around an game title and its sponsors, thus coming with new and lucrative business models. For example, the League of legends 2015 World Finals counted 36 million unique viewers and awarded the winner with a US$ 1M prize [4]. From the point of view of the game publisher, a video game designed to be an eSport should not be only interesting to professional players, but it also requires to attract a fan base of amateur players. Fans should know the game, while understanding and appreciating the style of playing of professional gamers (mechanics and strategy [13]).

Consequently, video games should be designed to be interesting for a wide variety of skills, a task that have proven difficult for publishers. In a nutshell, we can use the famous board game Othello’s slogan to describe the required learning curve of eSports: “A minute to learn, a lifetime to master”. A well known example of the difficulties involved in the design of such learning curve can be found in the game StarCraft 2 (Activision/Blizzard) which has been constantly patched since its release in 2012. David Kim, the game designer responsible of balancing the game states this difficulty as: “Obviously we want both ends of the spectrum. On the one end the pro players, they want the game harder to show off their skill better. Other end is casual players, who want an easier game than Starcraft 2 is currently” [1].

In order to support players in overcoming this learning curve, our goal in this article is to analyze player behaviors (movements and strategic choices) and compare them to expected behaviors under different circumstances. When a behavior is detected as abnormal (deviating from expected behaviors), we seek the context of such abnormality.

We consider Multiplayer Online Battle Arena games (MOBA) and particularly Defense Of The Ancients 2, commonly known as DOTA2. This game is a high level eSport strategy game with rich behavioral data containing both, mobility traces and strategic choices. Given a set of game logs (historical data), our goal is to discover strategic patterns that can help the player to understand his game decisions and improve his skill. For example, considering all the games of a player in the current season (or patch), we would like to answer questions such as: What are the particular choices (e.g. build orders, map trajectories, team composition, etc.) that discriminate victory? What did I do wrong in my game, that is, that deviates from the norm (how other similar gamers play) no matter the outcome?

Simple database queries can hardly answer these questions, as the number of possible queries/contexts is exponential w.r.t. such features. Hence, we have designed a data mining-based method that aims to discover patterns composed of strategic choices that explain strong deviations w.r.t a Reference Model.

A Reference Model represents a background of matches with common characteristics, e.g. all of them ending in victory. Reference Models can also be adapted to handle different
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scenarios. Finally, we provide an experimental evaluation of our approach over a dataset of 10,000 behavioral game traces.

The paper is organized as follows. We introduce MOBA games principles and our problem setting in Section II. Basics from pattern mining are introduced in Section III which are necessary for understanding the our methodology discussed in Section IV. An experimental evaluation along with the description of the dataset used is presented in Section V. Finally, related work is detailed in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM SETTINGS

A. Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas (MOBAs)

MOBA is a specific video game type that mix aspects of real-time strategic game and role-play game. Whole in this article we focus on Defense of the ancient 2 (DOTA2, [2]), there are several other well-known MOBA games that share the same principles with slight differences (e.g. Heroes of the storm, League of Legends, etc.). The choice of game was made because of data availability and has no impact on the methodological aspects developed hereafter.

A DOTA2 match is played on a map where two teams of five players battle each other in real time. Each team has to defend their own stronghold and destroy the opponent’s one to win. Each player controls a hero which he moves through the map by providing instructions using mouse clicks. Furthermore, the player needs to improve the hero by collecting gold, new items, abilities, and by fighting heroes of the opposing team. Figure 1 displays the map of the game along with the initial influence zone for both teams. Team red (called Dire) and team blue (called Radiant) defend their strongholds located at the top right corner and bottom left corner of the map, respectively. Three lanes on the map (top, mid, bot) separate both teams with series of defensive towers. Players have well defined roles depending on the hero they initially picked from a current pool of 110 available heroes. For example, one role consists of defending and extending the influence zone in a specific lane while another role is to quickly switch lanes to attack by surprise. Like rugby, certain positions and moves are really important and can determine the outcome of a match (strong defense of towers and base, attacking players by surprise, make a concerted and synchronized attack on certain targets, etc.). Knowing that a team only sees controlled map zones, estimating enemy positions and triggering team fights at well-chosen times and in strategic areas is key to success.

B. MOBA behavioural data

DOTA2 provides a log system based on replay files which players can recover after each match. In a nutshell, each match is completely recorded in a single file (called replay) for all of the 10 players involved. A replay contains all users’ actions and positions as well as other system generated events. We will refer to the information of a single player’s hero in a replay as a trace, however this notion will be later extended and formalized. Replays have been extensively used by developers, publishers and players alike to analyze behaviors and strategies that allow better understanding the in-game interactions of the entities involved (human and non-human controlled). Concerning DOTA2, replays contain among other pieces of information:

- **Positions:** For each hero expressed in x, y coordinates on the map where (0,0) is the center (Figure 1).
- **Builds:** Upgrades applied by a player to his hero. These should be carefully chosen as they are definitive and interdependent. A wrong build usually leads to poor performing heroes.
- **Items:** Items apply temporal boosts (of strength, defense or magic) or abilities to heroes. Items cost gold.
- **Gold/Experience time series:** Amount of gold or experience of a hero at a given time. Gold and experience are obtained through different in-game actions.
- **Global information:** Winner team, game length, team composition, players’ ID, heroes picked, etc.

Example. Table 1 presents some trace examples where each row of the table is a series of actions made by one player during one game. The first action in the first row for player with pid 1 can be read as “At time $t_1$, located at coordinates −6973, −6428 bought item X.”

C. Mining patterns explaining deviant behaviors

A new player learning how to properly use a given hero is likely to lose several matches if his team is not able to compensate for his lack of experience. A useful way for the new player to learn what he is doing wrong is looking at skillful players’ replays. He will encounter that some strategies are different to what he has been doing so far and thus he will adopt those new strategies while dropping his own incorrect ones.

We can consider the last scenario in the context of data mining. Indeed, the new player is looking for frequent patterns in a reference model and contrasting them to frequent patterns in his own unsuccessful attempts to play the game. We will consider that a pattern that is prevalent in the latter set and not in the former corresponds to what the new player is doing wrong. An example (extracted from [3]) is given in Figure 2 depicting positions as points in the map in a given stage of
the game for a different MOBA. Zones densely populated can be considered as normal behavior. In section IV, we describe and illustrate this more sophisticated approach.

III. BACKGROUND ON PATTERN MINING

In this section, we introduce the some basic notions of pattern mining through the use of an example. Firstly, we introduce the problem of Frequent itemset mining [5] considered the simplest form of frequent pattern mining. This choice was made for the sake of simplicity as it makes the method easier to follow, although generalizable to other kind of patterns. Secondly, we explain how to discover Emerging patterns that is, itemsets that discriminate a class label [17].

A. Mining frequent itemsets

Consider a set of transactions, where each transaction is composed of a set of items (in the original problem formulation, a set of items bought in a supermarket [5]). An arbitrary itemset is said to be frequent if the items it contains appear jointly in several transactions (i.e. more transactions than a user defined threshold). One can easily draw a parallel with MOBA: a transaction could be the set of items bought by a single player during a given game.

Definition 1 (Frequent itemset): Let $I$ be a set of items. A transaction $t$ is a set of items $t \subseteq I$. A (transaction) database is a set of transactions $D = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_n\}$ with $t_i \subseteq I, \forall i \in [1, n]$. Given an arbitrary itemset $X \subseteq D$, its support is given by the transactions that contain all items in $X$:

$$supp_D(X) = |\{t | t \in D, X \subseteq t\}|$$

The frequency of an itemset is the proportion of transactions in the database that contain the itemset:

$$freq_D(X) = supp_D(X)/|D|$$

The frequent itemset mining problem consists in efficiently finding all the frequent itemsets in a transaction database $D$, that is, with a frequency higher than a minimum frequency threshold $\theta$; all $X \subseteq I$ such that $freq_D(X) > \theta$. Equivalently, a minimum threshold on the support size is denoted by $min\_sup$.

Note that several constraints other than minimal frequency can be used, such as minimal size of the itemset, minimal cost of an itemset (in the case where each item has a cost assigned), maximization of a function given by a mathematical model or several condensed representations that reduce the number of patterns [9]. Indeed, as there is an exponential number of itemsets $2^{|I|}$ in the worst case, a naive exploration of all itemsets is intractable while the mathematical properties of constraints can be taken into account for an efficient extraction. Algorithmic issues will be discussed in the Section IV.

Example. Consider a database where each transaction consists of the set of items bought by a single player in a single a game. Given five items $I = \{a, b, c, d, e\}$, and the transaction database shown in the Table II we have: $supp_D(\{a, b, c\}) = 2$, $supp_D(\{a, b\}) = 3$, $freq_D(\{a, b\}) = 0.6$ and $freq_D(\{a, b, c\}) = 0.2$. If we set the minimal frequency threshold $\sigma = 0.3$, we have that $\{a, c\}$ is frequent while $\{a, b, c\}$ is not a frequent itemset.

B. Mining itemsets that distinguish a class label

Consider now that each transaction is provided with a single label, say positive or negative, for win or lose as depicted in Table III. Patterns for which one of the labels is more prevalent give interesting and comprehensive hypotheses for that label. The main idea is to consider two transaction databases, made of positive and negative examples respectively and then to compute the support of an itemset in both databases separately. Intuitively, if their difference is high, the pattern may be a signature of one specific base. More formally, the mapping

$$class : D \rightarrow \{+,-\}$$

associates to any transaction its class label (positive or negative). Then, we can define the positive and negative bases:

$$D^+ = \{t | t \in D, class(t) = +\}$$ and $$D^- = D \setminus D^+$$

Thanks to this partitioning, we can compute a measure that expresses how an itemset discriminates a class label in favor of the other. Such an itemset is denominated an emerging pattern and the associated measure is called the growth-rate [17].

**Definition 2 (Normalized growth-rate):** Given databases $D^+$ and $D^-$, the normalized growth-rate of pattern $X \subseteq I$ is:

$$\phi(X) = \frac{|supp_{D^+}(X)| - |supp_{D^-}(X)|}{|supp_{D^+}(X)| + |supp_{D^-}(X)|}$$

where $supp_{D^+}(X)$ (resp. $supp_{D^-}(X)$) counts the number of transactions supporting $X$ in the positive database (resp. negative). This means that if $\phi(X) = -1$ (resp. 1) then the itemset $X$ appears only with a negative (resp. positive) label. On the other hand, if $\phi(X) = 0$ then $X$ appears as much in the positive than in the negative database.

**Example.** Consider the same example as before, but we add as class attribute the outcome of the game, see Table III. The positive examples (resp. negative) correspond to a win (resp. loss). We have: $\phi(\{a\}) = (2 - 2)/(2 + 2) = 0$, $\phi(\{a, b\}) = (2 - 1)/(2 + 1) = 0.33$, $\phi(\{a, b, c\}) = (2 - 0)/(2 + 0) = 1$ and $\phi(\{e\}) = (0 - 2)/(0 + 2) = -1$. Consequently, choosing $a$, $b$ and $c$ can be interesting for a player as it discriminates victory and as it was played relatively often ($freq_{D^+}(\{a, b, c\}) = 66.66\%$, $freq_{D^-}(\{a, b, c\}) = 20\%$). In this scenario, we are interested in itemsets with high support and growth-rate.

\[\text{Table III: Label of each transaction}\]

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
$t_{id}$ & transaction & class($t_{id}$) \\
\hline
$\begin{array}{l}
t_1 \\
t_2 \\
t_3 \\
t_4 \\
t_5 \\
\end{array}$ & $\begin{array}{l}
\{a, b, c\} \\
\{a, b\} \\
\{e\} \\
\{a, b\} \\
\{a, e\} \\
\end{array}$ & $\begin{array}{l}
+ \\
+ \\
+ \\
- \\
- \\
\end{array}$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\[\text{Table II: Transaction database}\]
Figure 2: Early game positions in League of Legends. Such positions totally differ in other contexts, see [3]

Table IV: Contextualized trajectories: descriptions involves items bought (X, Y, Z) and abilities (A, B, C) taken at level 1 or 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pid</th>
<th>Trajectory a</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Outlier Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 4, 7, 9, 5, 7)</td>
<td>[buyX, buyY, buyZ]</td>
<td>{abA1, abB2}</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1, 4, 7, 9, 5, 6)</td>
<td>[buyX, buyY, buyZ]</td>
<td>{abA1, abB2}</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1, 4, 7, 9, 5, 7)</td>
<td>[buyX]</td>
<td>{abA1, abB2}</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1, 2, 3, 5, 3, 6, 3)</td>
<td>[buyX, buyY, buyZ]</td>
<td>{abA1, abB2}</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1, 2, 3, 5, 3, 6, 3)</td>
<td>[buyY]</td>
<td>{abA1, abB2}</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Method

In the following, we describe a methodology for discovering descriptive patterns of deviant behaviors in four steps:

1) Contextualized Trajectory Generation
2) Reference Behavioral Model Construction
3) Trajectory Deviation Evaluation
4) Discriminant Pattern Mining

A. From traces to contextualized trajectories

As described in Section II-B, a trace for a hero is a sequence of events that describe its states and positions throughout the game, as well as other actions executed by the player controlling it. A trace also contains global information of the match such as its length, winning team, etc. However, when considering positioning it is rather hard to work with map coordinates, as those shown in the example of Table I, given the high number of points created for each hero on each game (a coordinate each 33 ms). Instead, we will define arbitrary points in the map which we will refer to as points-of-interest or POI. Series of coordinates are converted to POI sequences or trajectories by taking the nearest POI at each coordinate (ignoring POI repetitions), similarly to [18]. An example is shown in Figure 3 where the table contains 9 different POI with their corresponding coordinates and labels (arrows in the figure will be explained later).

Definition 3 (Player trace): Let \( A = \{ A_1, \ldots, A_n \} \) be a set attributes, where each attribute is either numerical or categorical (that is, takes either numbers or symbols as values). A record \( r \in R \) is a \( n \)-tuple \( r = (a_1, \ldots, a_n) \) with \( a_i \in dom(A_i) \). The sequence \( t = (r_1, \ldots, r_k) \) with \( r_i \in R \) is a player trace. A collection of player traces is denoted by \( T \). Global attributes are functions \( f_i : T \rightarrow Dom \) where \( Dom \) depends of the nature of the attribute, e.g., \( outcome : T \rightarrow \{ win, lost \} \).

Player traces are considered in two axes: the way a hero moves in a set of point-of-interests (called the trajectory) and particular actions or properties that describe the player (called the description).

Definition 4 (Contextualized trajectory): Let \( t \in T \) be a player trace. The trajectory of \( t \) is a sequence of POI \( trajectory(t) = (v_1, \ldots, v_n) \) where \( v_i \in V \) and \( V \) is a set of POI. The description of \( t \) is a set of items \( description(t) \subseteq I \), that are chosen/computed from the player trace. As such, a pair \( (trajectory(t), description(t)), \forall t \in T \) can be understood as a contextualized trajectory.

Example. Player traces in Table I have been transformed into contextualized trajectories in Table IV using the POI introduced in the Figure 3. For the sake of readability, descriptions are split in two columns: one with the objects purchased by the player, the other with the abilities acquired by the hero at specific experience levels.

B. Building a Reference Behavioral Model

The Reference Behavioral Model (or Reference Model) can be understood as the encoding of an expert opinion or more formally, as an expert model. Experts models are ideas, hypotheses or a priori knowledge of a given domain. In the most general case, an expert model is a function that returns a score for a given input to quantify an aspect of data (utility, outlier score, or a domain specific score). For example, the risk of soil erosion is assessed by a formula built by domain experts [20].

In the case of DOTA2 where each match is played in a single map containing well-known point of interests (POI) such as corners, tower, bases, among others, it is intuitive to express expert knowledge as a graph of POI transitions. Actually, in MOBA games it is well established that a hero’s movement and positioning throughout a match is a very good indicator of the experience and skill of the player that controls it [3]. We will refer to this as the mobility assumption.

The mobility assumption allows fixing allowed paths in the POI graph that represent skilled (expert) player usual...
transitions in the map. Obviously, the set of all allowed paths can be encoded as a Directed Graph which is not necessarily connected nor acyclic. Let us call this graph the Reference Behavioral Model.

Definition 5 (Reference Behavioral Model): A reference model is a graph \( G = (V,E) \) with \( V \) a set of nodes (which represents POI) and \( E \subseteq V \times V \) a set of edges (which represents allowed transitions between POI).

The reference model can be built manually by a game expert or automatically. In our case, we infer the reference model from a set of traces \( T_m \) that are chosen w.r.t. the data analysis goals. For example, one may select all traces of a specific hero during a season, or instead all those from a particular professional player. Then, we choose a set of POI (9 zones in our simple example in Figure 3) denoted as \( V \). For each player trace \( t \in T_m \), we compute the trajectory \( \text{trajectory}(t) \), i.e., the sequence of transitions between POI (forbidding self loops). From the set of trajectories \( \{\text{trajectory}(t), \forall t \in T_m\} \), we compute the distribution of each direct POI transition. For example, consider trajectory \( (5,7,5,7,5,3,3,3,2) \), where transitions are distributed as follow: \((5,7): 2, (7,5): 2, (3,5): 2, (5,3): 3 \) and \((3,2): 1\). Actually, these values are edge weights of the reference model \( G \). Consequently, we can choose a cut off threshold to remove edges from the graph with low weights, e.g. consider a cut-off of 2, then we remove transition \((3,2)\). This reference model corresponds to the graph represented with blue edges in Figure 3.

C. Measuring the deviation of a trajectory to the model

Given a Reference Model graph \( G = (V,E) \), each trace \( t \) to be analyzed is confronted to it. This is done using a function that takes \( t \) and \( G \), and outputs a quantification of the outlier-ness of \( t \), denoted as \( \mu \). Outlierness of a trace is measured by calculating the proportion of transitions in \( \text{trajectory}(t) \) that do not correspond to an edge in the Reference Model graph. We will use a \( |V| \times |V| \) matrix representation of the Reference Model graph \( G \) denoted as \( M \) where \( M(i,j) = \frac{1}{0} \) if \( (v_i,v_j) \in E \) and \( M(i,j) = 1 \) in the opposite case. An outlier scoring function for trace \( t \), denoted by \( \mu(t,M) \rightarrow [0,1] \), returns 0 if the trajectory fully sticks to the Reference Model and 1 if it completely deviates from it.

Definition 6 (Outlier Score): Given a trace \( t \) such that \(|\text{trajectory}(t)| > 1\), and a Reference Model matrix representation \( M \), the outlier score is defined as:

\[
\mu(t,M) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{\text{|trajectory}(t)|-1} M(t_i, t_{i+1})}{\text{|trajectory}(t)| - 1}
\]

where \(|| \) counts the number of POI of the trajectory (its size) and \( |\text{trajectory}(t)| \) > 1 secure that the trajectory contains at least one transition.

Example. Consider the model \( G = (V,E) \) given in Figure 3, and trajectories \( t_1 = (1,4,7,5,7,5,7) \) and \( t_2 = (1,2,3,5,6,3) \). We can calculate their outlier scores as \( \mu(t_1,M) = \frac{1+1+4+0+0+0}{6} = 2/6 = 0.33 \) and \( \mu(t_2,M) = \frac{1+1+0+1+1}{5} = 4/5 \approx 0.80 \). Thus, the second sequence is more anomalous than the first sequence. At this step, we can compute the values for the outlier score for each trajectory in Table IV.

D. Describing Deviant Behaviors with Discriminant Patterns

The outlier scoring measure allows splitting the original set of traces \( T \) into two transaction databases, containing positive and negative traces (non deviant and deviant, respectively). However, when defining these databases we will only consider the description axis of traces, i.e. global information (such as winning or losing) and purchased items during the match for each hero. These elements will allow us building explanations of non-deviant and deviant behavior as we explain next.

Definition 7 (Positive and Negative Traces): Consider an outlier scoring measure \( \mu \), a set of player traces \( T \) and a threshold \( \theta \in [0,1] \) called outlier threshold, the positive and negative transaction databases are given by:

\[
D^+ = \{\text{description}(t) \mid t \in T, \mu(t,M) \leq \theta\}
\]
\[
D^- = \{\text{description}(t) \mid t \in T, \mu(t,M) > \theta\}
\]

Once the positive and negative transaction databases are built, we can mine frequent itemsets as defined in Section III. Notice that we are interested in itemsets that are actually patterns of trace descriptions (a subset of \( D \)) that frequently occurs in \( T \). Finally, to discriminate if a pattern is a hypothesis of non-deviant or deviant behaviors we will use the normalized growth-rate \( \phi \) introduced in Section III-B.

Example. Let us consider traces in Table I and their trajectory representations in Table IV. In the following, we use the notation \( d(t) = \text{description}(t), \forall t \in T \). If we set \( \theta = 0.5 \) we have two databases of traces \( D^+ = \{d(t_1),d(t_2),d(t_3)\} \) and \( D^- = \{d(t_4),d(t_5)\} \). Using \( \text{min\_sup} = 2 \), we have the frequent patterns \( X_1 = \{\text{buy}_X\}, X_2 = \{\text{buy}_Z\}, X_3 = \{\text{buy}_X,\text{buy}_Y\} \) with \( \text{supp}(X_1) = 4, \text{supp}(X_2) = 2, \text{supp}(X_3) = 2 \), resp. The normalized growth-rate for each pattern is:

\[
\phi(\{\text{buy}_X\}) = (3 - 1)/(3 + 1) = 0.5
\]
\[
\phi(\{\text{buy}_Z\}) = (0 - 2)/(0 + 2) = -1
\]
\[
\phi(\{\text{buy}_X,\text{buy}_Y\}) = (2 - 0)/(2 + 0) = 1
\]

As we can see, itemset \( \{\text{buy}_X,\text{buy}_Y\} \) is a hypothesis of just positive or non-deviant traces. In other words, it is what we can consider a totally normal behavior. On the other hand, itemset \( \{\text{buy}_Z\} \) describes only negative or deviant traces. We can consider it as a hypothesis of abnormal behaviors. Other examples are \( \phi(\{ab_A,ab_B\}) = (2 - 0)/(2 + 0) = 1 \) and \( \phi(\{ab_A,ab_C\}) = (0 - 2)/(0 + 2) = -1 \). We can say that players who deviate from the model bought object \( Z \), took ability \( A \) at level 1 and ability \( C \) at level 2. Other players took the ability \( B \) at level 2 and bought object \( Y \).

Algorithmic details. For mining frequent patterns, we use an efficient implementation of CHARM [35]. It extracts frequent closed itemsets. An itemset is closed if it has no superset with exactly the same support. Closed itemsets form a lossless condensed representation of frequent itemsets and that they maximize the growth-rate [28]. For each pattern, we also compute a \( \chi^2 \) score (also maximized by closed itemsets) that allows one to measure how the distribution of the support of the itemset in the positive and negative bases is expected or not (introduced in [22]). Actually, in our experiments, we generally only consider the \( \chi^2 \) score as statistically sound (even when we use the term growth rate).
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section reports an experimental study of the proposed approach. Firstly, we introduce the dataset used in our evaluation. Secondly, we show how different Reference Models can be built and to what extent. Thirdly, a quantitative study is presented that proves the feasibility and scalability of our approach. Finally, we provide a discussion on different scenarios supporting the discovery of interesting patterns and their application. All the experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7 CPU 2.50 Ghz machine with 16 GB RAM. Code was written in JAVA using the CHARM implementation from the SPMF framework [21].

A. Dataset

Any action performed during a match is stored afterwards in a file (replay), allowing to re-watch the game at any time. We were kindly provided with a collection of 9,193 replays from the dotabank.com website. Different replay parsing tools are freely available. In our setting, we used Skadistats Clarity 2 parser\(^2\).

Only traces from non-anonymous players were considered (unknown steam id). For this reason we obtain a bit less than 10 traces per game in average, for a total of 90,366 traces. We have a total of 77,112 different players and thus, a skewed distribution of heroes played and (playerID, hero) pairs (given in Figure 5 left and middle in the first row). These distributions shall influence the choice of scenarios for defining Reference Models. Heroes played the most (≥ 2,000 times) are Mirana, Phantom Assassin, Invoker and Pudge. On the other hand, the most frequent (playerID, hero) pairs are: 135 times (XXXX30, Invoker), 56 times (XXXX45, Lycan), 55 times (XXXX45, Furion), 51 times (XXXX56, Techies)\(^3\). The hero with the highest number of traces is Invoker with 2,090 in total, and 135 traces for a unique player. : this is why we choose to focus on these game traces in what follows.

B. Reference models

Because of the mobility assumption discussed in Section IV we will use positioning to determine our Reference Models. The Web site [4] presents a study which aggregates the positions of 10,000 matches of League Of Legends into a single map. Three phases (early, middle and late game) can be easily recognized in the aggregated game, where players occupy different regions of the map. This study also discusses on different roles for heroes occupying different regions of the map, namely carry and support in the bottom lane, mage in the center, tank/melee in the middle lane, and jungler on the whole map. We focus on the early phase of the game as positioning is crucial at this step.

We constructed several Reference Models that we present in Figure 4. For each, we consider 33 well known POI in DOTA2 (bases, shops, center of the map, towers, ...). Models are built for some of the most played heroes in our replay collection. For example, Invoker was played 2,089 times. After computing the POI trajectories, we obtain the graph with edges having a minimum (resp. maximum) weight of 1 (resp. 50,332) and an average of 731 for dire and 867 for radiant. We use these thresholds to drop non important edges in the graph and present the model for Invoker (radiant team) in Figure 4 (iv). Note that the size of each edge is proportional to the weight. We follow the same process to present models for Mirana 4 (i) and (ii), and Pudge 4 (iii). It can be observed that hero Mirana focuses its moves in the top and bottom lanes (depending of her team). Pudge (in the dire team) mainly plays in the mid lane. Finally, Invoker (radiant team) is a jungler thus more present in the top and bottom jungles.

C. Quantitative experiments

Here we provide evidences of the computational feasibility of our approach. For this matter, we build the largest collections of traces that we could extract from the initial dataset and that were coherent with our approach. Firstly, the Reference Model was built by using the traces of any player using hero Invoker. We will denominate this set of traces as \(T_m\) where \(|T_m| = 2,090\). Secondly, the set of traces to be analyzed was built from a unique player, namely the most active player in the collection using hero Invoker. We will denote this set as \(T (|T| = 135)\). Finally, trace descriptions are built from a collection of 116 possible items to be purchased during a given match plus 68 different options for upgrade a hero’s skills (build). Trajectories built from \(T\) contain between 16 and 1,205 POI, with an average size of 476 POI per trajectory. The distribution of trajectory lengths is shown in Figure 5 (top right).

\(^2\)https://github.com/skadistats/clarity

\(^3\)In order to maintain players anonymity we obfuscate real game ID’s maintaining just the last two digits. In this case, both codes finishing with 45 correspond to the same ID.
To run the mining algorithm, we need to set several parameters: the minimum frequency $\sigma$ (set to 1%), the graph weight cut off (set to the average of all weights in the graph) and the $\theta$ parameter that allows to split the transaction database into positive $T^+$ and negative $T^-$ examples. We report the number of transactions in both positive and negative databases, as well as the run time and number of patterns, for several values of $\theta$. It follows that run times are very low, but the number of patterns can be sometimes too high to be analyzed by a Human. Our goal is to get few but accurate negative patterns: We choose $\theta = 0.008$. Negative patterns, denoted by $X^-$ are those with a negative normalized discriminant measure. Figure 10 plots the resulting patterns, using a normalized $X^2$ measure: Interestingly most of the patterns cover normal behaviours while a small proportion has a measure below $-0.5$. Note that we only reported pattern mining run times. Parsing each replay and processing them into an appropriate format can take more than one second per file. This is however done a single time, and thus we do not take it into account when reporting run times.

With the replay collection we possess, our methodology has no computational issues. Publishers that own massive replay collections can use parallelized versions of pattern mining algorithms in presence of scalability issues [26], [25].

### D. Qualitative experiments

In DOTA2, each hero has a specific kind of game play. To win, one has to take choices, in a some order, which differs from one hero to another. Available objects for purchasing provide heroes with powers: some objects are better for some strategies than others. The same applies when choosing abilities. At each level of experience, a player has to choose between different upgrades for his hero. This choice influences the strategy of the player and efficiency of his hero. So called build orders are even shared and discussed on several community websites such as Dotabuff.com. Our purpose here is to provide patterns that inform the player about his choices and their capacity to discriminate the outcome of the game (first scenario) and his mobility behavior (second scenario).

1) Scenario 1: Patterns that discriminate the game outcome: In this scenario, we label player traces with positive or negative classes depending on the $\text{outcome}(t)$ function. If $\text{outcome}(t) = \{\text{win}\}$ then $\text{class}(t) = \{+\}$, and if $\text{outcome}(t) = \{\text{lost}\}$ then $\text{class}(t) = \{-\}$. We seek to answer our first problem: what are the choices (purchased objects and hero upgrade options), that discriminate a victory or a defeat?

We consider the games traces of player XXXX30 using hero Invoker (the most prevalent in our replay collection). In 135 player traces, 69 games resulted in defeat and 66 in a victory, which can be considered as a balanced overall outcome. Each of the 135 traces is described by the objects purchased ($I$ is the set of all available objects). This leads to a database of 135 transactions on which we apply the CHARM algorithm with a minimal frequency threshold of $\sigma = 1\%$. 390 patterns are extracted in a negligible time. Figure 6 gives for each pattern its frequency in the whole database and growth-rate $\phi$. Recall that the closer is the value of $\phi(X)$ to -1, the more discriminant for defeat is pattern $X$, and vice versa. We can observe patterns with extreme growth-rate values (1 and -1), that is, observed only in victorious or lost games. However, their frequency is very low, actually almost never observed. In contrast, the most balanced patterns appear more often (in 60%...
of the games). Note that this observation was made in a similar scenario studying balance issues in StarCraft 2 [8]. Table V presents five patterns that appear only in lost games which we compare with a list provided by Dotabuff of the most popular objects purchased by any given hero during the last year4. While patterns found through our approach contain objects staff_of_wizardry, blade_mail, healing_salve for hero Invoker, these are not very popular in the list of Dotabuff. We can infer from his that these five patterns are indeed not very common, probably because of their associated low winning chances.

We conducted a second experiment by taking into account the upgrades chosen at each level by player XXXX30. Thus, \( I \) is only composed of pairs (hero, level, ability level). Using the same parametrization than in the last experiment, we extracted 177 patterns from which we selected the pattern with the lowest growth-rate, which appears in only 4 traces. Again, we compare this pattern with the upgrade choices statistics collected by the Web site Dotabuff and shown in Figure 7. Each row denotes an upgrade of Invoker while columns denote the level of the hero. A cell thus counts the number of known matches in which a player chose to improve the correspondent upgrade a at the given level. Cells highlighted in green represent discovered patterns. They indicate that player XXXX30 sticks quite well to common behavior in levels 4,7,8,17 and to a lesser extent, level 10. However, it seems that considering upgrade choices and purchased items may be not enough. Indeed, a player may follow well known build orders, but position his hero wrongly on the map. Moreover, match outcomes depend not only on the choices of a single player but also, on the team’s. MOBA games are based on team cooperation and positions are very important on the map. In the next scenario, we use a Reference Model that captures positioning as a way to improve the quality of patterns.

### Table V: Pattern discriminating defeat (Scenario 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>supp(X)</th>
<th>( \theta(X) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{tpscroll, force_staff, blade_mail}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{tpscroll, staff_of_wizardry, blade_mail}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{tpscroll, healing_salve, gloves, power_treads}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>{boots, tpscroll, healing_salve, blade_mail}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{tango, tpscroll, force_staff, blade_mail}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 6: Pattern frequencies and growth-rates (Scenario 1)

2) Scenario 2 : Patterns of traces that deviate/respect a reference model: In this scenario, we label each player trace with the help of the Reference Models illustrated in Figures 4. As we are studying games of the hero Invoker, we use its model for dire (resp. radiant) when labeling a trace played as dire (resp. radiant). Our goal is to describe sets of player traces that deviate the most from these models. The positive and negative transaction databases are build using \( \theta = 0.008 \) (as explained in Section V.C.). Like in Scenario 1, we build trace descriptions in terms of (i) purchased objects, (ii) chosen upgrades. In both cases, we have \(|D^-|=27\) and \(|D^+|=108\) while the model was computed on a set of \( T_m = 2,090\) traces.

With these settings, and for the case (i) only 39 patterns have a negative growth rate. Support and growth rate for all patterns is plotted in Figure 10. Discriminant patterns for deviant behaviors are shown in Figure 8. Objects robe, sage_mask, healing_salve and staff_of_wizardry are all rarely purchased items when using hero Invoker.

For case (ii), we extracted 91 patterns describing deviant behaviours. We illustrate some of them in Figure 9 which also depicts common upgrade statistics gathered by Dotabuff. In the figure we can observe that the player makes a mistake at level 9, by choosing the ability 3 instead of 2, again at level 12, by choosing upgrade 2 instead of 4, and again at level 14 and at level 16 where his choice is only shared by 4.4% of players. Thus, our method discriminates better the bad and infrequent moves.

### VI. RELATED WORK

The analysis of behavioral video game data is not new. However, for a long time it seems to have only provided a test bed for artificial intelligence techniques. For example, the real-time strategy game StarCraft has attracted much attention for the design of intelligent agents and even serves as a test bed for AI to compete through tournaments [27]. The problem of building an agent able to beat a Human is so hard that it is now an objective for both Facebook AI research and Google Deep Mind.

With the advent of massively multiplayer online-played games, the game industry got interested in analyzing these massive sets of historical data by means of visualization, machine learning and data mining techniques. This is one of the many facets of video game analytics aiming to enhance user experience and extending game lifetime [33]. There are several relevant tasks that demand massive data. Identifying imbalanced strategies in StarCraft 2 thanks to pattern mining was recently studied [8]. It is also possible to predict who is playing thanks to keystrokes used by StarCraft 2 players [34] and thus to recognize banned players with a new identity [11]. Without being exhaustive, we can also mention the tasks of detecting unexpected situations and bugs [33], cheaters [6], improving match making systems [32], designing interactive player advice systems [15], understanding when to surrender in a MOBA [14], among others. Massive datasets can also be used in eSport analytics, e.g. [29], [24]. Our methodology is useful mainly for the task of understanding player behaviors, and addressed either to a player or to the game publisher. Several works considered the problem of player advising (recommendation) for MOBA and RTS games.

4http://www.dotabuff.com/heroes/invoke/items?date=year
Figure 7: Comparing an itemset of skill choices with Dotabuff statistics (Scenario 1)

Figure 8: Patterns discriminating deviant trajectories.

Silva et al. presented an approach to help novice players of League of Legends [16]. The system tracks the player actions and gives tips in real-time, e.g. when the hero’s health is too low, his positioning is wrong, etc. They use domain knowledge from expert players to build a decision tree that is used in real-time. Chunha et al. purposes an advisory system to help players in a RTS game [15]. They formalized expert guides and also used them for helping the player to master the game more rapidly. In both cases, the systems rely on expert knowledge a priori and manually designed, which can be a tedious task. Our approach can use either an existing model or derive it automatically from selected game traces. It is however not designed to help the player in real time, but afterwards, when analyzing his games (or those of others).

Anomaly detection is a well-known task in data-mining (as surveyed in [12]). The task consists in detecting objects which strongly differ from others w.r.t. an outlier measure. There are a lot of applications, e.g. fraud detection in many domains. Contextualized anomaly detection [7] [30] [19] still considers a set of objects in which outliers are searched for, but also in which context the objects are outliers: a normal object may be an outlier in some subspace of the data. Our approach differs as we are neither looking for outliers or contextualized outliers, but contextual information (or hypotheses) that mostly characterize objects that deviate from a norm.

VII. Conclusion

With the recent developments of eSports, the video game industry faces new challenges for developing games attractive for both professional and amateur players. Gamers are in need of data analytic tools that highlight their strengths and weaknesses and help them during a long learning process. For that matter, discriminant pattern mining techniques provide intelligible explanations for several kinds of targets. We developed in this article a global methodology that enable to output strategic patterns explaining victory and explaining deviations from a reference behaviour that can be customized for various scenarios. The choice of a reference model, but also the different features to be encoded in the itemsets and the target given for each trace (game outcome, reference model, ...) makes it indeed customizable. Our choices in these article were mainly motivated by the available of data. It remains thus to further develop this first attempt, and to achieve a deeper experimental validation with several heroes, players, description encodings, but also to involve Human players in the loop. Another issue concerns the lack of data: it is hard to find a sufficient number of replays involving the same players and player/hero pairs.
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